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best use of the pupil's knowledge and study of the'
vernacular.
Here, as elsewhere, our prime consideration is that of
economy, the taking of the most direct route to our goal.
The time is not long past, if indeed it is yet past
altogether, when the different language arts were taught
in separation—whether in teaching a foreign language
or in teaching a mother tongue. The separate branches
of the teaching appeared separately upon the time-
table—certain periods were assigned to reading, others
to grammar, others to writing exercises, essays or
dictation, and others or sometimes none at all to speech.
And the topics for these different exercises were
different, the syllabuses having little direct bearing upon
one another. Equally in the mother tongue and in
English, this custom of dissociation meant a dissipation
of energy. The pupil came to each branch of his study
without the advantage of freshly gained previous
knowledge or attainment to go upon. The help that
progress in one branch of study might afford to progress-
in anotfier was regularly withheld. On the other hand,
to expose the bearings of what is being done in one
branch of study upon what is being done in another is
true economy as well in learning a language as in all
education whatsoever. Clearly it is a positive aid to
memory to bring into one lesson what is already being
treated in another. It is confirming and reinforcing, or
recapitulating, old matter through a fresh connection.
But it saves time also by avoiding the introduction of
fresh matter when other matter already familiar will
serve as well, as, for example, where the examples
chosen for grammatical study are taken from a text
recently readier when the pupil is invited to describe in
writing what he has already described orally, or bring in
certain usages noted in his reading passage when writing-
a composition upon an allied subject.
But thirdly,—and this is the most permanent contri-
bution to his general education—the habit of relating-
the related, of discovering the connections between
different sets of facts or ideas, is an invaluable
constituent of an educated and efficient personality : the
man who can detect the many bearings of a question at
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